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'ABSTRACT -

Current regukatory trends, policies, and procedurLs
greatly affect social studies research using hu4an subjects and,
evaluation/if thet research. The legal source of Protectioi of human
subjects i the National Research-Act of 1974. The law stipulates
that rights of research subjects lust b4..protec'tdd and that the
responsibility is on the researcher to inform the subject of
procedures and possible consequences of the reSearch. Problems occur
because-Iocal review boards mcnitor the research activities of their.
organizations. They l'ave the potentiality to extend and abuse their
role tshrough their power to define-what constitutes research and to
determiae what'research'they can control. In reference to some ,

policies and procedures instituted by human subjects commitiee4of
educational institutionso it appears_that the rights et researchers
thembelves are'viOlated. Ipsregulating research, possibilities of
violation of the.tirst am4ildment, the American system .of jtYstice, arid
academic freedom exist. S-ocial studies reiearcik is affected by

.

reduction,in,the amount of .expaciAental research and the number of
subjects involved; and by the fact that subjects must have prior
know/edge If.the. purpose, nktute, and direction of the research.
Also, agreat deal of tim anii volley must be spent.in obtaining
consent. The conclusion is that any external control oi the researa'
community should not'go.by unchallencied. (KC)
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Protection of Human Subjects: ImOications for Social Studies Research

This paper is chiefly 'concerned Ath,the possible effe.cts of federal re-

gulations and the implementing policies.and procedures of local institutions

with regard'Io research with human suOjecp. The primary assumption of the

pape1r is that since'basic research in socjal studies education4fs essentially

9

concerned with.human subjects, regulation of such reseai-ch by those external -

to the Profession should be taken seriously. The thesis of 'the paper is that .

Current regulatory trends, policies and procedures are having a revolutionary

effect upon the research Viet the comMunity of social studi7 scholars is doing

ind that which theY are capable of doing, as well as on the summitive and forma-

tive evaluation related to'that research.

>

Brief History of the Regulation of Research with Human Subjects

The beginning point-of much of the regulations and policies governing

research with human subjects has been the beclaration of Helsinki, a document

prepared by the World Medfcal Association. The.principles and standards

set forth in this document were not intended to replace, substitute for,,or

guide criminal and 'civil, responsibilities. They were simply to serve as a

guide to medical doctors engaged in clinical research. The Declaration

,emphasized tharthe health of the patient llould be the first consideration.

It further stipulated that in hon-therapeutic researchilthe.nature, purpose, and

Hsi( should.be explained to the "patient" and that the patient must give consent

in'writing while mentally and legallY in arfree-choice "capable state." Psycholo-
.

gical as well as psychiatric medical practices were not only considered in this

document, but paramount. Freedom' to witAciraw permission by the patient was also

stipulated as a condition for consent.

Though it was not the.interl of this Declaration to dictate legislation,_

it stimulated thinking in legal circles. :The major legal source of protection
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of researchrwit4A human subjectg 1514e Uni't.ed States,is derived from the

National ResearCh Act (Publli/Law 948) enacted by Congress in July of

1974. This law jn effect stipulated that pt"otection'of rights of research

.subjects must be protected and placed responsibility'upon the researcher to

inform the subject of his/her rights. Rules nd regulations rlating to

k

protection of human subjects were developed by' the,Depariment of'Health,

Education and Welfare'and pubiish4 in the Federal Register on March 13, 1975.*

Following a rather familiar strate y, the department used the power to with-
.

,hold federal grants and Contracts, 4 the "teeth" of the regulations, guaran-,

4

teeing comptiance. The policy formlklated in the guidelines included as its

major feature the allocating of resp nsibility of protecting human subjects

involved in research primarily w th the educational institutions. 'Any

'institution ihich.wanted to be consi red for funds from the Federal Government

was, in fact sure to comply and devdiop an approved policy.,

An intit tion review board was s ipulated in the plan. ,This board was

to ceftify as

which involve

b(placed '!at

Both the right

and informed c

approved any research activity which was sdbmitted to D.H.E.W.

human subjects. The re iew was to establish if subjects would

so, if ris.ks were outweighed by benefits.

had tp be protected and a legal, effective,

d. Consent, of subjects meant thast they

4

re but knew the possible consequences

/so to look for assurance of review of

not only'knowin

that ,might occu

isk" 'and, should' this b

and welfare of subjgcts

nsent procedure guarante

ly agreed to the.proced

. The review board'was

the conduct of the.activity involved, he researcher had to do what he or she

* The Federal Register. Vol. 40\,1/4 No. 50,
1

hu'rsday,'March 13, 1975.
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said they were going to The regulations.specifically stiPulated that

grants or contracts would be ,made only to individuals affiliated with in-
(

stitutions.which'could and did hssume responsibility for protection of

subjects. Each institutional review board was required ?to subMit to the

Department of Health, Education.and Welfare, a set,of general assurances

describing the proCedures for review and VIdence of their implementation.

Institutional Implementation

Most organizations involved In education have quickly developed procedures

for protecting subjects of reseatch. Unfortu6tely, to all appearances the

great hanging 'sword of governmental support and governmeneal grants and the

threat of suit have !leen more powerful motivators in this accomplfshment than

any real concern for JUstice to subjects. However, this may be unfair. In

many instances these procedures and the human zealousness in implementing

themAias far exceeded the charge and.the responObility. There have been

repeateewoverreactions and instances whgre local review boards havetexceeded

their authority in development of lochlkpolicies from suitable open ended

4
guidelines. . Excessive zeal or fear has caused institutiorlal moves without

consideration of consequences or ramifications. One of these may be that

review committeesfiave been end& with liower to accept or deny all resehrch

proposals within institutiOns whose pronounced purpose is to do research.
;

Such authority has tepded to create a substantial mpowet-base for the indi-
,

viduals involved in its administration. Bureaucratic types of indlyiduals

appear to Olow how to embelish this.lre of,power and to extend and accumulate

it. No process of appeal of the, committee's decision is required 'by the .

0..E.W. regulations.' Substantially, the indtvidual researcher,or research

grpup as no recourse i;ut to submit to any mrequests"that the committee makes.

-.

A
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Review boards may even extend their authority in twd.waysk First, as an

approval gi-anting group they can examine not ohly those questions relatedito

protection of human subjectt. in'a resTch proposal,but look.at,the total
..

design of that research. This is, perhaps, a natural tendency since boards are

. composed mqtly of individuals interested in research with human subjects them-

selves and im)olved in research design q estions. A.second extension of power,

is that the committees define what cons t; tutes r esearch' and over what research

theihave power. A major policy question rer.ates to identifigation and defini-
,

tion of "risk" and "jeopardy" to the student.When is a student at risr'? A

second question is - What is.research? Most review boards look not only at

funded research, but at all,research activities involving any employee of the

institution either as princiWe researcher or as director. Such research in

an Institution of education includes all work done by students of staff members.

Taken;to its ultimate, these arameters may extend to all teachiing-learning

actiVities. Since no process of appeal has been regulated committee power-4r

becomes absolute. It creates a stifling.delerrent to research and perhaPs

invasion of the rjghtsof a number of individuals.

.I would contend that in some respects this regulatory instrumentation by

institutions has failed to recognize that the researchers are themselves human

. beings possessing of rights. The protection Of the rights on (Ine group of

individuals by the restriction of the rights of another relegates the second

group to second class status. The Allowing impftations might be arguable fn

reference to some restriction policies and procedures instituted by human

subjects committees Of educaional institutions.

1
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There exists a possibility of violation of the first Amendment to

the U.S. Constitution. Th.is amendment guarantees 6 all citilens'

(including'Asearchers) the rights of freedom of speech and of the

pre. When regulatory power is extended to reports,in publications

done at private expense or at no expense there is at least a suspicion

that this right is in jeopardy.

.

(2) There,is often contradiction of that-fundamental assumption of the

,American system of justice that a "crimina"P is innocent until proven

guilty. When the rese rcher is required to provide guarintees. of,

protection of.rights before the research is gondpcted, there is.

'little question that guilt is assumed until innocence -is proven;

(4) There is a challenge to academic freedom implied by'many of the
;

powers delegated to or assumed by review boards..

The Nature of Change in Research

4 statedvarlier that regul.ations relating to human subjects would'have

a revol tonizing influence upon the nature f social studies research itself.

I would like to advance three propositions regalkg the nature of this change.

First, the federal regulations and the.implementihg polities of.local institutions

are and will continue to reduce the amount of experimental research and the

number'of subjects involved in such research as well as'other research efforts,
, .

where the subjects' will:* considered at'risk. Secondly, institutional büreiu-

cracy created to implementti* regulations has andwill complicate and slow all

research efforts. where human subjects are )nvolved. Thirdly, /, would stiqgest

that the replations Will effect research methodology and especially it has

tntrOduced an independent variable.which will have varying,and impossible to

measure effect op individual studies. .That variable is the.forehand knoWlegqe

of the subjects of.research concerning the purpose, nature'and Vrection Of the

;
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research effovt in which they are involved.- I would like to discuss each

of these prdpositions briefly noting some of the positive as Well as -negative

ramifications of each.

ft

.Reduction in Experimental Research

fr

4 r.
The reduction of research of an experimental nature is almost an automieic

conclusion. The federal regulations specillically atd expense and dif;iculty.

to research effort. Informed cdnsent adds to personnel time is much as.paper.

cost. The supervisory Procedures required are also costly.

In addition to .the expense, parental tonsciousness is rAised. Resentment

caused by children being involved in research may be'high. When dealing with

minors.such parentat as well as student consent is legally required.

To many public school officials a policy of obtaining informed consent is

ajactor which offsets any benefit to students tnat the research might.have.
. ,

.
,

...

Iteclipes any sense df professional obligation that they feel. I have tled

to several public school administrators who were very negative,about the require-

ments. One school official described the procedures as "parent harassment" and

claJmed that he would absolutely refuseany research project.that required

such pareft consent. Others have said that they felt 'the requirements of

permission that were.required within the sdhoolstem were stifficientland

they would limit any current procedure within their framework. It.does seem'

somewhat redundant to deal with the requirement of two educational organiza-.

tions, but wider the federal regu$atiobs this'seems impossible to avoid unless

one local authority abdicated its power to anottier.

Looking at Dissertation Abstracts I found support for the thesis that

research with human subjects would decline due ti the regulations. Simply

examining the chae in,dissertations was revealing. I noted considerable

change between 1970 and 1978. I would speculate that the .percentage of

.
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experiMental studies has been considerably reduced and fhat far smaller samples

are beihq used inipore recent studies. It would be foolish to attribute any

such change eo the regulations alone but their influence cannot be ignored.

On the positive side, the reduction of experimental research is.not altogether

undesirable: Lack of clarity in purpose, sometiMes called mindlessness, has

been a concern about both teachihg and research in education. Shaver (1977, 1979),

Larkfn (1978), Suppes (1g78) and Kerlinger (1973) are among those.who have

expressed concern that true impact of research'upon education has been lacking.

Larkin"(1978) attributed the fa(jlure to a lack of true dedication to sIgnificance

1116'
among researchers. Shaver (1119).stressed preoccupation with the "statistical

ft

premise,",which he saw as difficult to change, dominating force in esearch in

education. It May Wel/ be that the regulati-ons of research with human'subjects

will bring greater care and concern for purposefulness and for clarificatfon of

purposes for that research which is conducted. At the same time a tighter control

cm-lithe adherence of researthers to planned and pre-determined procedures is

.automatic.4 The information 4iven to subjects as condition to their participation

#

mandates that adherence:

An added effett may well'be a reduction of the status,pf the "statistical

bias," an acceptance of a broader range of research techniques, and a greater.
#

concern that research be of benefit to all subjects involved.

Effects of Local Bureaucratic,COntróls

I would-like to deal with thissuestion in a very.cursory manner. The-t,.

introductionof any single approval .step in an institution of any-size may

cause prNects te)be delayed lv as much as a month to a year. This is simply

'because the work involved iri`sueh steps is done by committees which meet monthly

or less often. The 'need for.'the approvekof the committee may Mean that research

a

9
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projects may need to besplanned a year in advance from conception to implemen-

tation.

MethodolOg4cal Effects' \.

The major Influencing factors in the TegulatiOn of. research with'human

subjects which have to do with research methodology relate to the ihformed

consent given by the subject of research an with sampling procedues.

Federal guidelines mandate'proof from the researcher that subjects have

willingly agreed to participate in any researchstudy. Their.agreement, must be

6
on the basis of informe0 consent. Informed consent means not only that subjects,4
have not been coerced in any Way.into participation, but that any.and all

.1

foreseed4le coAsequences of their participation has een clearly described to

......,cthem. In the case of minor subjects of research, the consent of the:parent.or
;et

legal guardian is required as well as, or instead of, the subject's 0v/if-consent.

This means that the partidipant may be coached at home or tutored. In any event,

attitudes will be influenced in a vriety of waYs. The researcher must therefore

spend a great deal of personel time in the' obtaining of such conSent

and must buffd' the questions surrounding it into design and anaiysis.
.

4

A major influence of the human subjects regulations is felt in the
$

area of samPlingor selecting research subjects for'reearch efforts.ifReSearchers

in social sciencesmill need to adt wittIrcofiSidera6ly more cautiOn'and-effort.

_Informed consent is in itself a variable which eliminates the posSibility

of randoM selection frofi a tot'al population. If the subjects of research not.
, r

only know the purpose of treatment but agree to it they are at once differpt

from thosein the population who do not untlerstand or 4gree. It should be

. noted that it . impossible under H.E.W. guidelines to determine what,

1

.r
0
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if any, efftct., prior knowledge of-the purpose of a study 'has on the performance

.of subject in that study. Hawthornetype.effects 4 "6 unavoidable and, POssible

.t additional:influences may result.

.

.

.

.

. ,

. Poilkive influence'upon methodology of research may be seen in clearer
, .

.
. .

deseription of treatMent and therapeutic consideration
4
Of all treatmentgroups

including controls.. The rescArcher may be required to account for the eaching-
.

learning activity with those who refuse to participate. Thus the researcher must

be a bit more serious in his'Aer intent to do the research for the benefit of

the subjects - not just to complete a parXi'cular problewor solve a curiositsy.

Conclusioq
0

.;

I am n9t dfsturb d-that a fe6r of resear6 and need to control research
h,

mood preva.* in.legislatures. 'The public is always suspicious of research,
2

and shoulCrbe. Neither am I disturbed by the varying ramificatins of human

research regulation. AS I have indicated in this paper there are Rzsitive

aspects of this influence as well as negative. What does concern me is the

'profession's unquestioning acceptance of the legislation, the HEW guildlines and

°the local Imlilementation. We have added to the growing pile of'don-fubd, whim

controlled'bureaucracy and external regulation that pervades our'professional

existabce. We,have quietly rquiesced to insistance on "non-decision making."
. -

This,term was described TBachrach and Bartz, 1962) as the "mobilization of

bias" within an 'Institution to prevent discUssion qf unsafe and'undesirable

questions, and avoid identification of issues and al(ternatives.

This.paper hasipresented*a very subjective ovtrview'of some of the issues

involving possible effects of Ilukan subjects research. It would be easy to

exaggerate this influence either bylotent or accident. To do so would be

unrealistic. Thecomplexity of variables influencirilresearch.ought to be

recognized as well as the rattr questionable efficacy of past research.
)

(1
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Shaver U979) for exlmplet has,questioned whether MOst studies have had any

pokitive discernable impact upon educationyractices. Other researchers and

educators have voiced equal skepticism about the research that has been done

in the past.

k --Nonetheless, I'do not feel that any external dontrol Or actusation of the

research community should go by unchallenged and unquestioned. Thes particular

°

controls seem to have passed-with iittle more than grumbling, muttering complaint

4

,into bureaucratic reality. I maintain thcit it wIll tnfluence future'research

greatly and tWat we need to take.a very specific and careful look at just 'What
. \,

the influence'ls going todo for the purpoSes of:research thearves.
.

It
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